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ABSTRACT

Shabtis are funerary objects of 
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Period, king Taharqa of the 25
Dynasty. It was among 
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pyramid in Nuri in Lower Nubia
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owner in the afterlife. The article 
compare
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the king's successors, notably his 
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اثيل األوشابتي من القطع األثرية الجنائزية 
 أثاث املتويف الجنائزي
ثيل  ة. الغرض األسايس من حفظ تلك الت يف مرص القد
داخل املقابرهو العمل من أجل املُتوىفَّ يف العا اآلخر. 
بتي املرممة حديثا 

األرسة  ٬للملك طاهرقا، أحد ملوك عرص اإلنتقال الثالث
الخامسة والعرشين. هذا األوشابتي واحد من ب 
مجموعة امللك الضخمة املكتشفة داخل هرمه يف نوري، 
. يحمل  النوبة السفىل واملنترشة يف شتي متاحف العا
التمثال نسخة من الفصل السادس من كتاب املو 
لخاصة باألوشابتي والتي تهدف إيل القيام بالعمل نيابة 
. ويهدف البحث إيل مقارنة 
اثيل امللك يف املتاحف املختلفة  هذا التمثال وعدد من 
وكذلك يستجيل أوجه الشبه واإلختالف ب هذا التمثال 

امللك  ٬وأخرين لخلفاء امللك السي حفيده
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the king's shabtis found inside his pyramid at Nuri. A total of 1070 to 1122 shabtis has 
been suggested for his funerary equipment.1 Made of different materials,2 they are 
spread among different museums all over the world. This study compares this artefact 
to other shabtis of the king and of his successors. 

 
DESCRIPTION: 
Made in dolomite,3 this shabti measures H. 22.5 cm, W. 8.5 cm and Th. 5 cm. It 
represents the Nubian King Taharqa of the 25th Dynasty. It was broken into three parts 
and was restored after its salvage by the Egyptian antiquities. A broken part near the 
end of the right foot subsists (Fig. 3). The king is represented wearing the xAt-
headdress which is a light and comfortable covering of the whole head, falling 
vertically behind the ears, and tied in a knot near the nape of the neck, in the form of a 
plait. The facial features are modelled as those of the old king. The face is not fully 
rounded with high cheekbones. He has medium-sized ears and a protruding mouth. 
The figure is shown with opposed hands, a uraeus on the forehead and a false beard, 
which is partially broken. In each hand, the figure holds a moulded hoe and the cord 
of a small bag slung over his shoulder. The hoe on the right has a narrow blade and 
the one on the left has a broad blade.4 The seed bags at the back are incised with 
diagonal crossed lines forming a diamond pattern (Fig. 4). There are ten incised 
horizontal lines of unframed hieroglyphic inscriptions on the front and the sides of the 
shabti; they do not continue on the back of the figure. They contain the formula for 
shabtis (Sixth Chapter of “The Book of the Dead”). It runs from right to left and reads 
(←):5 

 

 
                                                            
1 Dunham and Aubert estimated 1070 shabtis for the king, Dunham, The Royal Cemeteries of Kush II, 
10; Aubert and Aubert, Statuettes Égyptiennes Chaouabtis. 191. Another study mentioned a total 
number of at least 1122 and maybe higher as 275 fragments are preserved in BMFA collection, 
Haynes, “Ushabtis of King Taharqa”, 31. 
2 For the different stone types and forms of Taharqa's shabtis, Haynes, “Ushabtis of King Taharqa” 30-
39; Haynes, Santini-Ritt, and Newman, Sculptural styles and stone types of Taharqa shawabtys, 515-
529.  
3 Among the stone shabti of Taharqa, a large number was initially described as granite and dull grey in 
colour. When the surface layers of the stone after long immersion in water were removed, the shabtis 
were really dark green. They were subsequently described as dolomite or ankerite; Dunham, Nuri II, 5. 
4 During the New Kingdom, the concept of the shabti changed. They became more generic rather than 
personal representations, being regarded less as substitutes for the owner, and more as slaves to do his 
bidding. The number of the shabtis increased and this increase of shabtis per person reached its 
culmination during the Third Intermediate Period, with the establishment of a canonical organisation. 
Two types were clearly distinguished by their iconography; 'worker' shabtis followed the traditional 
form of the mummified body holding agricultural tools, while 'overseer' shabtis were depicted as alive, 
wearing daily dress, with a kilt and projecting apron; one arm was held at the side, the other flexed 
across the chest, the hand holding a whip to impose authority on the workers. So, the shabti under 
study, according to its iconography is one of the workers shabtis holding the two hoes. Schneider, 
Shabtis I, 319-323; Taylor, Death and the afterlife, 127-128. 
5 Schneider translated the full version VII in his study, Schneider, Shabtis I, 118-126.   
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(1) sHD Wsir nsw (&Ahrq) mAa

The illuminated one, Osiris, the king Taharqa, justified, he says: Oh these shabtis!

(2) ipn
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(3) (&Ahrq) mAa

Taharqa, just

(4) m nsw r Xrt

as a king at his duties, here (I am)! you shall say when you are counted

(5) w r nw nb ir

at any time on which one has to serve t

(6) sxt r smHi wDbw r 

the fields, to irrigate 

(7) Xnt Say n iAb(t)t r imntt 

transport by boat (to ship) sand from

(8) ir wxA.tw

If one seeks (demands) 
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Here I am! You shall say, there in this god's
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and left.1 The notion Ts-pXr “vice versa”, is added to express completeness. The 
direction of the sand transportation here is a matter of debate as the Middle and New 
Kingdom versions nearly always have a single transport direction (without Ts-pXr). 
iAbtt or imntt could also be mentioned first with no consideration for the sequence.2 In 
In other cases, the notion of transporting to the opposite side was not mentioned at all 
“to transport by boat the sand to the west or to the east”. In other words, this clause 
became one of the characteristics from the Third Intermediate Period onwards. 
Sometimes, this clause was repeated without the notion Ts-pXr but with the repetition 
of the transportation direction.3 This feature was not known before the 25th Dynasty.4 
Dynasty.4 The orientation of the sand transportation in the shabti studied is East-West.  
West.  
i) ir wxA.tw5: “if one seeks” is one of the characteristics of this version VIIB. This 
clause is already known from texts of shabti dating to the New Kingdom. Since it is 
found on most shabtis of king Taharqa, it has been called Taharqa-variant.6 It is 
followed by a long interval where the name of the deceased was placed. This clause 
was found on shabtis from the time of Ramesses IV, but during the Third Intermediate 
and the Late Periods, it became a major part of the spell. It helps in dating shabtis.7  
j) ink intk: (“for” I am you).8 This sentence, said by the owner of the shabti, in 
addition to the previous notion (ir wxA.tw), became the main characteristics of 
Taharqa's shabtis. Both variants, ir wxA.tw and ink intk, are used in dating different 
shabtis as they are exclusive to Taharqa's shabtis.9  
 

DISCUSSION  

Despite the illegal provenance of this shabti, it is likely to have originated from the 
province of Nuri in Sudan. Taharqa built his pyramid on the site of Nuri, one of the 
largest in Kush.10 This shabti may belong to a series of at least 1122 “answerers” 
found inside the king’s pyramid.11 Taharqa was the first Kushite ruler to use hard 
stone for his shabtis, as well as all his funerary figures, and even the first king to use 
hard stones shabtis since the New Kingdom.12 The shabtis of Taharqa exemplify the 
desire of these Kushite kings to draw inspiration from the great ages of Egypt's past. 
They are of exceptionally large size, and are carved from a variety of stones (granite, 

                                                            
1 Schneider, Shabtis I, 59. 
2 Schneider, Shabtis I, 60.  
3 Schneider, Shabtis I, 150-152. For more details about Ts-pXr, Westendorf, "Der Rezitationsvermerk 
Ts-pXr , in: Firchow, 383-402. 
4 Schneider, Shabti I, 60; Welc, "A fragment of a Shabti", 97. 
5 Wb I, 353, 14-16. 
6 Schneider, Shabtis I, 119.  
7 Piankoff, "Deux Variantes du Chapitre VI", 169-170. 
8 Gardiner, EG, § 114, for more information about ink intk; Piankoff, "Deux Variantes du Chapitre VI", 
VI", 169-170; Birch, "On Sepulchral figures", 21. Both variants are also found on two shabtis for 
Taharqa excavated by Reisner in 1920 in Nuri and now preserved in Room 35 in the Egyptian 
Museum, JE 46506 and JE 46509. 
9 Welc, "A fragment of a Shabti", 97. 
10 It was excavated by the Harvard University-MFA expedition, under George Reisner in 1916-1918. 
11 Haynes, “Ushabtis of King Taharqa”, 31. 
12 Haynes, “Ushabtis of King Taharqa”, 37, note 3; Aubert and Aubert, Statuettes Égyptiennes 
Chaouabtis, 192, 204. 
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calcite and ankerite). In this, and in their rugged, strongly-marked sculptural qualities, 
the figures recall the large stone shabtis of the Middle and New Kingdoms.1  
During the 25th Dynasty, there was a nostalgic return to artistic forms and styles of the 
past, particularly forms from the Middle Kingdom.2 The use of stone for royal 
statuary and the sculptural style are the best examples of this tendency. Indeed, 
ushabti figurines of the pharaoh with the somewhat rough carving of the body, the 
facial features and the use of obsolete versions of inscribed text, all reflect the 
influence of models that date from the Middle and New Kingdoms.  
It is important to compare this piece to other shabtis for Taharqa and successive kings 
from different museums. The collection of the Egyptian Museum in addition to those 
of Boston Museum of Fine Arts (BMFA), Ontario Museum, Brooklyn Museum, 
appear to be the best examples to do such comparison.  
The Egyptian Museum houses a large collection of the king's shabtis of various 
materials, sizes, and features. The first shabti (Fig. 10) is made of sandstone and 
differs from all of the other of the Egyptian Museum due to its large size (H. 35 cm). 
It represents a middle-aged king wearing the xAt and a uraeus on the forehead. He is 
shown with a rounded face, full cheeks, thin lips, big ears and long thin false beard. It 
bears incised texts of 10 horizontal lines of Chapter Six of the Book of the Dead. The 
second shabti (Fig. 11) is made of serpentine in a bad state of preservation, and seems 
very rough. It represents the king wearing the xAt with the uraeus on the forehead and 
with a short beard roughly attached to his chin. He is shown middle-aged holding two 
hoes. The incised text runs in ten horizontal lines in a rough manner. The third one 
(Fig. 12) in serpentine is in a perfect state of preservation. The king wears the xAt and 
is shown in middle age with an uraeus on the forehead. He has a rounded face and full 
cheeks, well modelled ears and a long false beard. He is shown with free hands under 
the garment and is holding two moulded hoes. It differs from the studied shabti as the 
text comprises nine horizontal lines instead of ten. The fourth shabti (Fig. 13) also 
made of serpentine is different, wearing the nemes and holding the flail and the crook. 
He is shown with full cheeks, fleshy lips, big ears and a short false beard. Like the 
shabti of Fig. 12, the incised text runs in nine horizontal lines in a very good manner.    
The biggest collection of the Taharqa’s shabtis is in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts 
(Fig. 6) with no less than 645 figurines of different stones.3 Some years ago, Joyce 
Haynes published a study on the shabtis of Taharqa at the Boston Museum.4 They 
differ in size,5 features and stone types.6 Like the shabti under study, some are 
wearing the xAt-headdress, while others wear the nemes-headdress.7 All shabtis of the 
collection are represented with one uraeus on the forehead. The neck is shorter and 
sunk in the body in the shabtis with xAt-headdress unlike the longer necks seen on 

                                                            
1 Taylor and Strudwick, "Mummies", 230-231; Aubert and Aubert, Statuettes Égyptiennes Chaouabtis, 
204. 
2 Stewart, Egyptian shabtis, 28; Taylor and Strudwick, "Mummies", 230; Aubert and Aubert, Statuettes 
Égyptiennes Chaouabtis. 192. 
3 Haynes, “Ushabtis of King Taharqa”, 33. 
4 Haynes, “Ushabtis of King Taharqa”, 30-39. 
5 The BMFA group breaks down into four sizes: small, 17 to 22.9 cm; medium, 23 to 29.9 cm; large 30 
30 to 39.9 cm, and colossal, 40 to 52 cm; Haynes, “Ushabtis of King Taharqa”, 35. 
6 Haynes listed four stone types for the shabtis at Boston Museum, grey serpentinite, red-brown 
serpentinite, travertine (Egyptian alabaster), and green magnesite; Haynes, “Ushabtis of King 
Taharqa”, 32. 
7 Haynes, “Ushabtis of King Taharqa”, 33, 36. 
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those with the nemes-headdress.1 The majority has old-age facial features, while 
fewer show the king middle aged. They have Kushite appearance, with big ears and 
lips. The ears are not protruding like the shabtis with the nemes-headdress. Some have 
average shoulders, while others have narrow ones.2 On the studied shabti, the nostrils 
are sculpted, but others are shown without.3 Like the majority of the king's shabtis, the 
the one under study is represented with sleeved opposed-hands in high relief, rather 
than crossed arms.4 It is broad at the elbows with a deep chest from front to back 
unlike some other shabtis, even those with the xAt-headdress.5 The king is shown 
holding two moulded hoes, common in shabtis with the xAt-headdress, unlike the ones 
with the nemes-headdress which are shown with the crook and the flail.6 The absence 
of footmarks on the bottom of this shabti is different from the others.7  
At the Royal Ontario Museum (Fig. 5), a shabti for the king in serpentine is 
represented wearing the xAt headdress but shown in middle age with a rounded face, 
full cheeks and thin lips. His opposed arms are holding the two hoes, with seed bags 
slung on his back. The same ten horizontal lines of Chapter Six of the Book of the 
Dead adorn the body. The Brooklyn Museum also holds another collection of 
Taharqa’s shabtis. They are made of different materials like calcite and ankerite (Fig. 
7, 8, 9). They look somewhat similar to the shabti under study. They are all of a 
middle-aged king wearing the xAt-headdress with a uraeus on the forehead. They all 
have a rounded face, full cheeks and thin lips. The three shabtis are shown with 
opposed hands holding the moulded hoes. Only the calcite one has ten horizontal lines 
of incised text while the two of ankerite have nine. 
The reliance on older models of shabtis, Middle and New Kingdoms, is also apparent 
in the shabti spell, Chapter Six of the Book of the Dead,8 across the king's body. The 
text is based on much earlier versions, with unusually full wording in place of the 
abbreviated texts that had been in fashion during the Third Intermediate Period.9 
Schneider divided Chapter Six of the Book of the Dead into many versions. This text 
is version VIIB (standard for the Third Intermediate and Late Periods, Summons 
III).10 This version was even named after the king's name “Taharqa's version” or 
“Taharqa's variants”.11  
The classical formula inscribed on shabtis from the early beginning usually ends with 
the sand clause r Xnt Say r imntt iAbtt Ts pXr mk wi kA.tn which is usually translated “to 
transport by boat the sand of the east to the west and vice-versa; ‘here I am,’ you shall 

                                                            
1 Haynes, “Ushabtis of King Taharqa”, 36. 
2 Haynes, “Ushabtis of King Taharqa”, 35.  
3 Haynes, “Ushabtis of King Taharqa”, 34. 
4 For different hand positions of Taharqa shabtis, Haynes, “Ushabtis of King Taharqa”, 33-39; for the 
hand position in general, Janes, Shabtis, 243. 
5 Haynes, “Ushabtis of King Taharqa”, 33. 
6 Haynes, “Ushabtis of King Taharqa”, 36. 
7 Footmarks are observable on the bottom of the foot on fifty-eight of the Taharqa shabtis. These marks 
marks are a lightly incised sign or signs placed near the centre bottom of the foot, oriented with the top 
towards the toe end. Most signs appear to be based on Egyptian hieroglyphs and their variants. They 
were found on about two percent of the total, indicating that their use was not common. Dunham 
published fourteen footmarks, but twenty-five variants have been identified, for a total of thirty unique 
marks. For the different footmark signs, Haynes, “Ushabtis of King Taharqa”, 35, 38-9. 
8 Piankoff, "Deux Variantes du Chapitre VI", 170. 
9 Taylor and Strudwick, "Mummies", 230. 
10 Schneider, Shabtis I, 120. 
11 Schneider, Shabtis I, 123, 154; Janes, Shabtis, 248. 
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